Continuum Performance Solutions
Ensuring an efficient and accelerated revenue cycle, so you can reap your revenue.
Continuum Health’s Revenue Cycle Management (RCM) Solution is designed to convert encounters to billable
charges and get them submitted and paid as quickly as possible. Combining our deep understanding of payer
rules and requirements with knowledge of provider needs drives our consultative approach to RCM. We act as a
partner and advisor, providing advice on how to continuously improve processes and leverage new technology
to stay on top of payment reforms. Continuum Health focuses on three key areas where we apply our proprietary
process improvements to help practices capture every dollar they’re owed:
n

Maximizing front-end process: Our credentialing and provider management, insurance registration

and verification, and coding audit experts play a vital role in ensuring that claims meet payer requirements
before they are submitted.

Enhancing denial management: By combining human intelligence with a forensic approach, we
identify payment trends and implement real time adjustments to minimize preventable denials and make
the most of every claim.
n

n

Strengthening the payer-provider relationship: Continuum improves the lines of communication

and understanding between payers and providers to help providers get paid faster and to the full value of
their contracts.

RCM Excellence
Excellence in RCM is about more than operational software; it’s about
efficient and effective processes powered by intelligent people. We
support your margin so you can focus on your mission. On average,
claims generated using our solution spend 22 days in accounts
receivable—two weeks less than the industry average of 38 days.

Driving high performance:

99%

22 days

10-30%

clean claims rate

in accounts receivable

increase in profitability

Our capabilities & strengths
include the following:
nn

Library of 4,380 claims rules

nn

Patient access improvement

nn

Collection efficiency

nn

Denial management

nn

Market and regulatory insight

nn

FFS to VBC transition support

OUR PROCESS

Continuum’s three-phase, proven methodology enables effective reporting throughout the claims submission process:

Submission

Pre-Submission

1

2

Continuum provides enrollment/renewal
services, licensing, privileging and background
screening for all providers. Continuum’s
proprietary management process and deep
understanding of rule variation among states ensures
uninterrupted payment for services.
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Chart Abstraction Coding*

5

Continuum ensures
successful contract
payment and compliance
of payer contracts to help avoid
losses in revenue from incorrectly
paid claims. Continuum’s Contract
Manager tool analyzes claims
through a line-by-line analysis,
yielding the ability to recognize
and track variances. An under/
overpayment system allows
Continuum to proactively review
adjudicated claims and payments.

8

Charge Validation
Continuum audits all appointments and
services provided by the practice and
reconciles with the coding/charges billed to
ensure full and proper payment. Continuum Claims
Manager ensures that claims meet the latest payer
requirements and corrects pre-submission errors to
reduce denials.

Continuum extracts charges from the
electronic medical record (EMR), submits
daily claims to the proper payer and sends
account statements to patients. The company’s claims
scrubbing tool, Continuum Claims Manager, features
a reverse-engineered claims logic, and allows for high
volume processing.

Contract Management

Insurance Registration & Verification (IRV)
Continuum confirms insurance with patients
in advance of appointments, and then ensures
that practices have captured, entered and
verified information at the time of services. Customers
experience a reduction in registration errors and an
increase in the number of clean claims.
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Claims & Statement Production

Registration & Scheduling
Continuum’s Revenue Cycle Management
system helps practices capture complete and
accurate patient information and share it across
the care team. More effective front-end management
enables enhanced patient service and information
access, while advanced workflow features help increase
staff productivity.

Continuum collects important data from
traditional patient medical records and
generates billable charges.

9

Post Submission

Provider Data Management & Credentialing

Denial & A/R Management
Denials are mapped to
codes, which dictate the
proper response: follow-up,
auto-adjust, move to patient
liability, among others. Continuum
resolves missing/invalid
information from third-party claim
rejections and tracks all denials
to identify specific trends and
provide recommendations.

10 Post Adjudication Coding Audits & Physician

Education*

Continuum’s team of centralized and certified
coding experts educate physicians and other
providers, conduct quarterly coding chart
reviews and monitor coding industry guidelines.
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7

Posting & Cash Management
Continuum ensures that
all incoming payments
are collected and
posted quickly and accurately,
reducing payment posting lag.
Continuum also reconciles both
insurance and patient payments,
and handles any refunds.

Applications & Analytics
Continuum analysts develop and monitor
reporting, trending and key performance metrics
and analyze data and operational workflows to
improve overall performance. Customers have visibility
to a wide range of standard reports and can request adhoc custom reporting.

*Optional Service

Supporting the process above, Continuum employs a Customer & Patient Call Center, where representatives are available to
answer questions and resolve issues for practice staff, as well as assist patients inquiring about liability, account balances and
general billing concerns.
Continuum Health helps practices improve cash flow and increase revenue through accurate coding audits, clean claims,
increased recovery on denied claims, contract management, and bad-debt write-off reduction. Contact us to streamline your
RCM and improve your revenue.
info@continuumhealth.net

856.782.3300
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